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Sound Horse Conference 2010
Friday, November 5 & Saturday, November 6 • Louisville, KY

Purpose & Helpful Information
The Purpose of
the Sound Horse
Conference:

To Bring an
End to the Abuse
of Soring
How? By Focusing
on Three Areas:
1. P ublic Awareness & Positive
Peer Pressure Press coverage
of soring, access to information on
violators, sharing good examples of
sound training and competitions
2. Changing Judging Standards
Good examples from other equine
disciplines, understanding why
groups of current judges reward the
sore horse, getting decision-makers
to change the standards for shows
3. Stronger Enforcement USDA,
federal and state laws, effective
detection by inspectors, technology
to improve detection

Abbreviations & Definitions
Used in these Discussions
	USDA United States Department of Agriculture
VMO Veterinary Medical Officer (inspector from USDA)
HIO	Horse Industry Organization (a gaited horse organization certified by
USDA to perform inspections)
DQP Designated Qualified Person (inspector from HIO)
HPA Horse Protection Act (1970 Federal law that prohibits soring)
APHIS: Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, a division of the USDA

HIOs Certified with the USDA:
FOSH: Friends of Sound Horses
HAWHA: Heart of America Walking Horse Association
HPC: Horse Protection Commission
KWHA: Kentucky Walking Horse Association
	IWHA: International Walking Horse Association
MFTHBA: Missouri Fox Trotting Horse Breed Association Inc.
	NWHA: National Walking Horse Association
	OHA: Oklahoma Horse Association
PRIDE: Professional Regulation & Inspection for Dedicated Equestrians
	SHOW: 	Sound Horse Honest Judging Objective Inspections Winning Fairly
(previously the NHSC, National Horse Show Commission)
	SSHBEA: Spotted Saddle Horse Breeders & Exhibitors Association
	UMH: United Mountain Horses, Inc.
	WIWHA: Western International Walking Horse Association
	WHOA: Walking Horse Owners’ Association

Special Note:
This program is being reviewed and approved by the American Association of Veterinary State Boards (AAVSB)
RACE program for continuing education hours in jurisdictions which recognize AAVSB RACE approval. Please
contact the AAVSB RACE program if you have any comments/concerns regarding this program’s validity or
relevancy to the veterinary profession.

www.SoundHorseConference.com

Schedule
Thursday, November 4, 2010

Saturday, November 6, 2010

6:00pm – 9:00pm

9:00am

Welcome Back

9:05am – 10:30am

Judging Perspectives

10:30am – 10:45am

Break

10:45am – 11:15am

Learning from Other Breeds

11:15am – 11:45pm

Honoring Those Helping to End
Soring

11:45am – 1:15pm

Lunch and Keynote Speaker 		
Jaime Jackson

1:15pm – 2:30pm

Legal Approaches & Access to
Information

2:30pm – 3:45pm

Technology Applied to These Issues

3:45pm – 4:00pm

Break

9:00pm - 9:30pm

Pre-Conference Workshops
with Buffet Dinner
Trainers Only
Owners Only
Judges Only
Rick Lamb Meet and Greet

Friday, November 5, 2010
9:00am – 9:30am

Conference Introduction

9:30am – 11:00am

Chemical Warfare?

11:00am – 11:15am

Break

11:15am – 11:45am

Trainers’ Philosophy for the 		
Balancing Act

11:45am – 12:30 pm

Second Careers for Show Horses

4:00pm – 4:15pm

A Story of Change

12:30pm – 1:45pm

Luncheon Presentation: 		
Introduction by Senator Tydings
and Keynote Speaker
Madeleine Pickens

4:15pm – 4:30pm

The Tennessee Walking Horse
Industry: A Path to the Future

4:30pm – 4:45pm

Closing Comments and Adjournment

1:45pm – 2:00pm

Break

2:00pm – 3:45pm

Pressure Soring

3:45pm – 4:00pm

Break

4:00pm – 5:00pm

Life Impact and Unknown 		
Dangers of Breaking the Law by
Soring Horses

5:00pm

Conference Adjourns to Evening
Exhibition Location

5:30pm

Hors d’oeuvres and 		
Dinner Buffet Opens

6:30pm – 8:30pm

The Balancing Act

Master of Ceremonies
TV/Radio host and author Rick
LamB is one of the most popular
educators in the American horse
industry. His work on television and radio
has earned him national awards and
legions of fans over the past decade. He
has authored three books and more than
60 magazine and blog articles. He appears each year at numerous horse expos
and equine events.
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Thursday, November 4, 2010
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm

Pre-Conference Workshops
Three simultaneous workshops, including dinner
buffet. Free and open to all, just sign up in
advance.
Owners Only: You still pay the bills. Consider
your tools and strategies for leading the industry
to shows that are rewarding methods that
are compliant and sound. (informational and
discussions)
Judges Only: Roundtable Discussion with leading
judges. What’s your view and responsibility as a
judge? Why are sored horses still winning? How
can you have the confidence to make the right call?
(presentation and discussions)
Trainers Only: How can you adapt your business
to succeed in the face of industry trends? (A
mini-strategic planning workshop, focusing on
developing your strengths, with leading business
consultant Ralph Weikel from Performance
Management.)
9:00 pm – 9:30 pm

Rick Lamb Meet and Greet
After the Pre-Conference workshops, nationallyrenown TV personality Rick Lamb will be available
for meet and greet, discussion, and autographs at
a refreshments table in an area adjacent to these
three Conference Workshops. Meet Rick in person,
and enjoy coffee and cookies.

Rick Lamb on Flame, Bucky & Nancy Sparks’ stallion

Sound Horse Conference 2010 Dedication
The Sound Horse Conference 2010 is dedicated to the memory of Bob Blackwell, FOSH’s late Vice
President of Inspections, who was passionate about seeing the end of soring during his lifetime. We miss
you, Bob, and we’re working to see your dream come true.
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9:00 am – 9:30 am

Conference Introduction
9:30 AM – 11:00 AM

Chemical Warfare?
Soring is often categorized into two main
methods of inflicting pain: chemical means,
and “pressure soring” to create front hoof pain
through trimming and shoeing. This panel
focuses upon the chemical means of soring and
detection.		
Dr. Rachel Cezar is the USDA APHIS National
Horse Protection Coordinator, responsible for
enforcing the Horse Protection Act. Upon joining
the Horse Protection Program in late 2007, she
first served as an USDA Veterinary Medical Officer
and Wild Horse and Burro Compliance Officer
in Michigan. Dr. Cezar received her DVM degree
from Michigan State University in 2002, and
then fulfilled a fellowship in Lexington, KY at the
Hagyard-Davidson McGee Equine Hospital and an
internship in the United Arab Emirates at the Dubai
Equine Hospital. Dr. Cezar also serves in the Air
National Guard for 113th Wing at Andrews Air Force
Base in Washington DC as a Public Health Officer.

New Technology
Understand how a proven technology used
in many other industries and enforcement
situations could be used for the first time in the
detection of soring.
Speaker confirmed but not listed for confidentiality
reasons.
11:00 AM – 11:15 AM

Mary Ann Kennedy and Brave jumping freestyle at a Parelli clinic.

11:15 AM – 11:45 AM

Trainers’ Philosophy for
the Balancing Act
Get a taste of the sound training philosophies
you will see exhibited live at Friday evening’s
gaited horse event.
Buddy Brewer is from Greenback, Tennessee
and has owned, trained and shown sound, flatshod Tennessee Walking Horses for many years.
His accomplishments in the show ring include
National, North American, International and World
Championship titles. He is also certified as a Trainer
and Coach by The Irwin Institute for Equestrian
Arts. Buddy’s training philosophy revolves around
the soundness and well-being of the “whole horse”
– physically, mentally and emotionally. His training
methods are based on understanding predator and
prey psychology, reading equine body language,
learning fluent human to horse communication and
achieving balance and softness by working with
the biomechanics of movement. Using groundwork

Break

exercises with techniques that translate directly to
riding, Buddy shows how building a solid foundation
of training results in improved gait and a horse that
is ready, willing and able – in body, mind and spirit.
Creating a better partnership, both on the ground and
in the saddle, creates a better performance.

Larry Whitesell

Larry Whitesell Renowned gaited horseman
since 1980, Larry was very successful in the show
ring, winning Regional, National and Grand National
Championships. In 2002 he was Professional Paso
Fino Trainers Association “Trainer of the Year.” He has
held judges cards in several gaited breeds. Initially,
Larry trained using the traditional gaited horse
methods, thinking these were the only way to yield
gait. As his training progressed he wanted to train
gaited horses to a higher level so they would gait for
any level rider and riders could count on them to be
safe and dependable. In his quest to learn correctness
and lightness, Larry began studying classical dressage
in the early 1990s from contemporary masters who
had studied at classical schools in Europe. Larry
continues his education each year from classical

Buddy Brewer
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Friday, November 5, 2010 Calendar
dressage instructors for both training and riding. He
travels the U.S. and Canada doing clinics and equine
expositions. His goals are to help people understand
what makes gaited horses gait so we can spare the
horses from some of the training myths attached to
the gaited world that are not in the best interest of
the horse. www.whitesellgaitedhorsemanship.com

such as guns, dogs, and birds flying around them.
She travels the eastern United States to compete,
from Wisconsin to Atlanta to Connecticut, on
the road with four gaited horses and 15 dogs in
training. She believes in dual purpose dogs and
horses: trained for winning in the show ring, but
also to excel in the field.

Suzanne De Laurentis
developed Imagine A
Horse with Allen Pogue
by blending modern and
classical horsemanship into
a fun and comprehensive
training method designed
to increase the intelligence,
adaptability and predictability of today’s companion
horse. Their Enlightened Trick Horse Training focuses on
an interactive relationship between horse and handler
while instilling willing obedience and cooperation
that can be utilized in any discipline. Sue and Allen
live in Dripping Springs, Texas and have owned and
operated Red Horse Ranch, a boarding and training
facility, since 1997. They teach folks from around the
globe how to incorporate Imagine A Horse methods
with saddle training to create the “Ultimate Companion
Horse.” Their horses and methods have been featured
worldwide in the finest equine publications for over a
decade. www.imagineahorse.com

Leslie Desmond, international coach and horse
trainer, is best known for her work with horses
using “feel and release.” This approach is the
subject of the classic text, True Horsemanship
Through Feel , that she co-authored with master
horseman and rancher Bill Dorrance (1906 – 1999)
of California. Trained as an artist and journalist,
Desmond blends her passion for starting colts and
rehabilitating horses through feel and release with
her writing, photography and art. Her widely read
articles and books on horse training focus on the
best way to learn and apply “feel,” the horse’s
own language. In response to the growing needs
of first-time horse owners, she opened Desmond
Outfitter LLC, last year, and partnered with www.
WhisperingCowgirl.com. This new line of custom
gear fills a niche, as it appeals to fashion-minded
riders with hard-to-fit horses. Desmond splits
her time between the U.S. and Europe.
wwwlesliedesmond.com

11:45 AM – 12:30 PM

Second Careers for
Show Horses
Hear three different perspectives on the possible
uses and re-training of Tennessee Walking
Horse show horses for second careers. From field
trial dog competitions, to endurance riding, to a
world-renown trainer speaking on the feel and
release necessary in rehabilitating a horse to a new
use, these panelists will explore additional realms
developing for the Tennessee Walking Horse.
Jean Webb professionally trains pointing dogs.
After working with versatility Arabians and Quarter
Horses since she was 12, she now uses gaited
horses for their superior ride because she’s in the
saddle 12 hours a day. Jean’s training includes
exposing horses to surprise and unexpected events,
4
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Keith Kibler lives on a small farm in Southern
Illinois called Shawnee Sunrise Farm. His day job is
a trial lawyer. His background is human endurance
events. He has run over 20,000 miles and bike
ridden over 20,000 miles while completing over 80
triathlons and repeating at the Ironman Triathlon.
After accomplishing most of what he wanted to in
that world, he decided to take a break from it and
spend some time with his wife Sandy and her love
of horses. He wanted to compete but Sandy wasn’t
much of a runner and so ride and tie was not a good
option. He looked into endurance and everyone said
you had to use an Arabian horse.
Triathletes are not bound by tradition, but only by
what works, and are always looking to make it work
better and faster. Sandy was into gaited horses. Keith
found the gaited horse he was looking for and then
trained it according to the training principles he knew
from human endurance. The Arabian crowd told him
he did not belong at his first race and told him to
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go home. He was 3rd overall and 1st in his weight
division. He was also hooked on gaited endurance.
Since then his horses have had 37 race starts
in five years. Sandy has been seriously bitten by
the endurance habit. Keith is now on the national
membership committee of the American Endurance
Ride Conference with the assignment of spreading
the word of endurance to gaited riders in the
United States. Keith and his wife operate a
website with free training information called
www.shawneesunrissefarm.net
12:30 PM – 1:45 PM

Luncheon Presentation:
Introduction by
Senator Tydings
Keynote Speaker
Madeleine Pickens 		
Senator Tydings,
“Father of the Horse
Protection Act”
Joseph Tydings is Senior
Counsel at the Law Firm
of Dickstein Shapiro LLP.
In addition to a successful
practice, he has had an
active career in elective, appointed, and voluntary
public service, and is a graduate of the University of
Maryland School of Law.
He served in the last horse cavalry unit of the
U.S. Army in World War II, and he served seven
years in the Maryland House of Delegates elected
from Harford County. He served three years as
United States Attorney for the District of Maryland
appointed by President John F. Kennedy, and also
served six years in the United States Senate elected
from Maryland.
Since leaving the U.S. Senate, he has served
and won awards for involvement as regent in the
Maryland university system, director of the state’s
medical system, and a leading advocate for the
state’s healthy air act and renewable energy efforts.
After three years of intense effort, Senator Tydings’
Horse Protection Act was enacted and signed into
law in 1970. Now, forty years later, Senator Tydings
is still actively working to bring an end to the soring
abuses of Tennessee Walking Horses.

Photo by Michael Partenio
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Madeleine Pickens,
an animal rights advocate,
was raised in France and
England. As the daughter of
a British oil executive and
golf enthusiast working in
the Middle East after World
War II, she tagged along
while her father laid out the first golf course in Iraq.
In 2005, Madeleine married entrepreneur and energy
titan, T. Boone Pickens. In him, she found someone
as passionate and committed to animal rights, land
conservation and philanthropy as she is.
The couple has lobbied tirelessly for the American
Horse Slaughter Prevention Act. Their efforts, including
testifying before Congress on behalf of the bill, helped
lead the House to pass the bipartisan-backed bill to end
the slaughter of horses for human consumption.
With her passion and drive behind her, in 2008
Madeleine Pickens embarked on her own journey
to raise awareness of the American wild mustang.
Her work calls for the establishment of a plan
for the permanent retirement and care of these
magnificent animals. Together with the Bureau of Land
Management, she works to create what is hoped to be
a tourist destination similar to our National Parks where
Americans and tourists from around the world can
come, observe, be a part of the wild mustangs and help
to preserve their American heritage.
Madeleine and Boone Pickens divide their time
between their home in Dallas, their scenic Mesa Vista
Ranch in the Texas panhandle, and their home in Del
Mar, California.
1:45 PM – 2:00 PM

Break
2:00 pm – 3:45 pm

Pressure Soring
Considered a most egregious form of soring,
“pressure soring” is the intentional infliction of pain
to a horse’s front hooves in order to achieve an
accentuated gait -- for the show ring. A variety of
devious and cruel methods have been developed,
and insiders say the use of pressure soring (also
called “pressure shoeing”) has been on the rise in
recent years, as it can be more difficult to detect
than chemical soring.

Mark Matson From the analytical perspective:
Mark and his wife, Debra, both grew up around
horses, and have been involved with showing
Tennessee Walking Horses for 20 years. Seeing the
corruption and soring in the industry, they became
charter members of NWHA, and Mark served on its
board for NWHA’s first five years. More recently, he
served as a technical advisor to Donna Benefield and
HPC, and became involved with the International
Walking Horse Association (IWHA), representing
them in HIO matters. IWHA become more active
in 2010, with Mark as DQP Coordinator. IWHA
has inspected shows throughout 2010. IWHA was
selected by the Kentucky Breeders Incentive Fund
as the only HIO approved to inspect padded horses.
He is Chair of the HIO Working Group Pressure
Shoeing Ad Hoc Committee. Matson graduated from
Wichita State University with a BS in Chemistry. He
spent 30 years in the petroleum industry, working
in both small and large companies as chief chemist,
laboratory manager, quality control, business
manager, and as industry liaison for one of the major
oil companies. Mark continues to do consulting
work in the petroleum industry. Coupled with his
horse experience and his work in the oil industry,
especially on key committees reviewing test data
and the statistical analyses, Mark provides a unique
skill set in dealing with the quality control aspects of
inspections and HPA compliance.
Dr. Neal Valk, DVM From the veterinarian’s
perspective: Dr. Valk, DVM , Diplomate ACVS
1998, is an equine surgeon, Association for the
Advancement of Natural Horse Care Practices
(AANHCP) certified hoof care practitioner, and
has a private practice at Stonehill Equine Clinic
serving Greeneville, Tennessee. He graduated from
the University of Tennessee College of Veterinary
Medicine in 1989, with research interests in Equine
Gastrointestinal Surgery, Gastrointestinal Motility,
and Management of Equine Lameness. Dr. Valk
has been an avid follower of natural hoof care
since 2004 when he was first introduced to a Pete
Ramey clinic. Dr. Valk is a certified practitioner
with AANHCP, and is a frequent speaker on modern
veterinary diagnostics and therapy and the impacts
of equine hoof care on horse health.

“Butterfly bolt” method of pressure shoeing: bar inserted under
shoe, with bolt tightened into sole to cause pain. Photo from
July, 2010 Spotted Saddle Horse show.

Jim Crew, from a farrier’s perspective: Jim Crew
was born in the UK and grew up in Alabama. His
love and passion for the Tennessee Walking Horse
started at a very young age and continues to date.
He began learning to train Tennessee Walkers,
and his need for a farrier began his journey of
shoeing his own horses. Winning his 1st blue
ribbon on a padded horse that he trained and shod
some 50 years ago, his shoeing career continues
today as the Parelli Natural Horsemanship farrier.
After many years of research on posture balance
and biomechanics, he co-founded Healthy Stride
with his son, Brandon. A very busy lecture tour
combined with a shoeing and natural barefoot
trimming school leaves him little time to continue
riding and enjoying his love -- the Tennessee
Walking Horse. Jim is dedicated to preserving the
breed and tradition of the show horse in a natural
and sound way. www.healthy-stride.com.
Eric Gray A “behind-the-curtain” perspective from a
performance horse farrier: Eric started riding at age 4.
Four years later, he won the Georgia Walking Horse
Exhibitors Association Youth Reserve High Point.
He went on to become a certified farrier with the
American Farriers Association. From 1999 till 2006
he shod performance horses all over the country,
partnering with and shoeing for numerous big-name
trainers with Tennessee Walking Horses, Racking
Horses and Spotted Saddle Horses. He shod 30
Walking Horse World Champions and over 100 World
and Reserve World Champion Spotted Saddle Horses,
and was the official farrier for SSHBEA’s Spring &
Fall Championship shows from 2002 - 2006. Eric
was exposed to the natural horsemanship movement
at a Parelli event in Shelbyville, Tennessee in 2005,
became disenchanted with the Walking Horse show
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industry, and decided in 2006 to leave Middle
Tennessee and move to Georgia. His father had
been studying natural horsemanship, following the
teaching of several horsemanship masters including
Dave Seay, Ray Hunt and Pat Parelli. Eric says that
without his father’s encouragement and persistence,
he wouldn’t have ever gone to that first Parelli clinic.
Since then he has returned to his roots in quality
horsemanship, spent a good deal of time studying
with horsemen such as Fran Hancock, Ken Norjaka
and Dennis Reis, and was privileged to be part of the
last month-long class taught by legendary horseman
Ray Hunt. Eric placed twice in the top 20 at The
Extreme Mustang Makeovers, where competitors
tame and train a wild mustang in 100 days. His
training business, Blackthorn Farms, is now highly
recommended by customers pleased with Eric’s
lessons, clinics, and their horses’ training experiences.
www.BlackthornFarms.com
3:45 pm – 4:00 pm	

Break
4:00 pm – 5:00 pm	

Life Impact and Unknown
Dangers of Breaking the Law
by Soring Horses
Learn how the impacts of soring, as a cruel
and illegal practice, affect business strategies,
a community’s culture, professionals and their
licenses. While the effects of soring are usually
focused on the horses suffering the abuse, these
wide-ranging panelists will open your eyes as to
the effects of soring on people and their health
and well-being.
Dr. Bruce Nock is a tenured neurobiologist at
Washington University School of Medicine with
faculty appointments in psychiatry, anatomy
and neurobiology. He has published research
on subjects ranging from the physiology and
consequences of stress to learning theory to
molecular drug design. Bruce is the author of the
acclaimed book Ten Golden Rules of Horse Training:
Universal Laws for all Levels and Riding Styles, the
newly released book Ride For Tomorrow: Dressage
6
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Today, and The Biology of Natural Horsemanship,
a series of articles about stress—its nature, the
damage it can do to a horse and how to minimize
it. Bruce is the founder of Liberated Horsemanship,
a group of selected experts dedicated to helping
people and horses worldwide by providing
multidisciplinary, science-based information about
the care and use of horses. To date, people from 15
countries and 45 states have attended Liberated
Horsemanship clinics and events.
David Thomas is co-owner of the Winner’s
Circle Horse Supply, LLC which provides high
quality equestrian products. They manufacture the
majority of their leather products, horse blankets,
and other domestic equestrian items. They are well
known for their mobile tack shop which services
horse shows around the country. David has lived
in Shelbyville, Tennessee since birth, and built his
business around the Tennessee Walking Horse
industry. With a livelihood that’s been dependent on
this industry, his business story of strategic change
and survival for the future is most impactful.

“If you’re not sound -- turn around” captures the Pleasure
Walking Horse Association of Tennessee’s spirit for arriving
exhibitors.

Dr. Midge Leitch, DVM received the
American Association of Equine Practitioners
(AAEP) President’s Award in 2008. Dr. Leitch
is a radiologist at the New Bolton Center at the
University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary
Medicine and is a diplomat with the American
College of Veterinary Surgeons. She has traveled

Conference Adjourns to
Evening Exhibition Location

with the U.S. Equestrian Team to Seoul, South
Korea as a member of the U.S. Equestrian
Federation’s Veterinary Committee. Dr. Leitch
chaired the AAEP’s Tennessee Walking Horse Task
Force which developed the “white paper” on the
subject of soring in 2008, and the Pressure Shoeing
Detection Protocol in 2009.
5:00 pm			

The evening buffet dinner and sound horse exhibition
will be at The Louisville Equestrian Center, 2612
English Station Road, Louisville, KY 40299. Car pool
this short 15 minute drive from the conference hotel,
or catch the hotel shuttle bus for the trip.

Equine scar therapy gel offered from retailer in Alabama for scar reduction and
callous dissolution. Directions state product can be applied every day for 6
weeks in standing bandages. Warnings state “Flesh RX does not assume any
responsibility for injuries caused by wrapping in plastic wraps.”
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5:30 pm			

Hors d’oeuvres and Dinner
Buffet Opens
Included in your registration fee, enjoy a dinner
buffet in the lounge at the Louisville Equestrian
Center.
6:30 pm – 8:30 pm

“The Balancing Act”
See how these trainers and clinicians balance their
horse’s age and developmental needs with their
owners’ exhibition, training, and gait goals. The
Balancing Act will include live accompaniment
music by Mary Ann Kennedy.

white double-registered Spotted Saddle Horse has
performed around the country, including in front of
55,000 screaming fans at the Houston Livestock
Arena with Sheryl Crow riding out to start her
concert.
Larry Whitesell and one of his top students Jill
Drenick show classical training for gymnastic
development of gaited horses. Riding a Paso Fino
and a rehabilitated Rocky Mountain show horse,
Larry and Jill will demonstrate what Larry likes to
call “bringing sanity to the gaited horse world. “
Buddy Brewer and Diane Sept will present
“Building a Better Gait from the Ground Up.” Watch
Buddy work with his champion Tennesee Walking
Horses and see how groundwork (in-hand, longeing
and long-lining) relates to riding. Learn how Buddy’s
methods redefine “sound” as physical, mental and
emotional elements combined together.
Mary Ann Kennedy is a Grammy-nominated hit
songwriter from Nashville, Tennessee. She creates
music that celebrates the horse. Her CDs are available
on-line at www.maryannkennedy.com. Mary Ann
creates music from the heart about horses and the
animals that we love.

Suzanne De Laurentis and Visten

Suzanne De Laurentis: “It’s Not Just Tricks.”
Master Trick Trainer Sue De Laurentis of Imagine
a Horse debuts “Visten,” the Tennessee Walking
Horse colt with an amazing rescue-to-performance
story, along with his palomino buddy, Missouri Fox
Trotter “Boullet.” Learn how Enlightened Trick Horse
Training can give young horses a solid foundation
for a lifetime of performance. Then watch “Lady
C,” in their first public exhibition since Sheryl
Crow donated this remarkable Tennessee Walking
Horse to FOSH. This beautiful 9-year-old black and

Mary Ann Kennedy

Ivory Pal and Rafael Valle

Ivory Pal is a golden palomino Tennessee Walking
Horse stallion, presented by Rafael Valle. Due
to his Cinderella story, success in the show ring,
and appearances in parades and exhibition, Ivory
Pal has developed a very strong following among
horse enthusiasts throughout the country and now
throughout the world, as evidenced by over 20,000
fans he has on his own Facebook page. Although
now retired from the show ring, below are a few of
the titles and awards that Ivory Pal accumulated
during his illustrious two-year show career: 2005
and 2004, Friends of Sound Horses (FOSH) National
Horse of the Year, North American Pleasure Gaited
Horse Championships High Point Champion, North
American Pleasure Gaited Horse Championships
English Working Trail Pleasure Champion, North
American Pleasure Gaited Horse Championships
Western Working Trail Pleasure Reserve Champion
and FOSH Southeastern U. S. Grand Champion .
Ivory Pal entertains spectators at numerous events
with his dazzling performances choreographed
to music, where he displays his natural gaits,
versatility, and athleticism. He performs bit-less,
barefoot, and has even performed bridleless!
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Sheryl Crow
Donates Horse
to Friends of
Sound Horses

Photo courtesy of Houston Livestock Show and Rodeo

Sound Horse News

ABOVE: Sheryl Crow greeting a stadium full of fans on Lady C in Houston,
with Suzanne De Laurentis in the foreground.
LEFT: Sheryl Crow and Lady C.

“I donated my horse “Lady C” to FOSH because I believe in sound
training principles that create an enduring relationship between the horse
and the human.The positive reinforcement methods that “Imagine a
Horse” used in “Lady C’s” education in exhibition trick training, and
the sound principles that guide FOSH, are both so congruent with what
I believe. As I have come to know individual Tennessee Walking horses,
I love their minds and their generous and willing nature. I wish “Lady
C” the best as she shares the next chapters of her life with FOSH and
Sue DeLaurentis of “Imagine a Horse.”
– Sheryl Crow
81
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9:00 am 			

Welcome Back
9:05 am –10:30 am

Judging Perspectives
It’s been said by a seasoned Tennessee Walking
Horse judge that, “All soring would end in 30
days if the judges would just quit rewarding the
way of going of the sored horse.” Learn from these
experienced judges, from very different horse
disciplines, how they view the responsibilities and
ethics of judging horse shows.
Dianne Little has served as the Vice President of
FOSH and Director of Judges for FOSH’s Independent
Judges Association (IJA) since 2003. A native of
Calgary, Canada, Dianne also holds director positions
on the Alberta Walking Horse Association, the
Canadian Registry of the Tennessee Walking Horse,
the Alberta Equestrian Federation and FOSH. She
believes the foundation of a judging program is
philosophy, ethics and values.
Chris Messick was introduced to Tennessee
Walkers by his father Lonnie Messick. As a child
he showed halter and pleasure horses, and then
followed in his father’s footsteps and became a
DQP for the National Horse Show Commission in
1986. He became a full-time trainer in 1994 and
worked with horses that became Sire of the Year,
Reserve World Grand Champion, and multiple
World Champions. In 1995 he became a licensed
judge with the National Horse Show Commission,
judging shows from Florida to Washington
State and from Virginia to California including
Woodbury, Belfast, Trainer’s Show, and the
International Championships five times. In fact
every time he was on the ballot to judge the
International Championships, he was selected
by the exhibitors. Chris served two terms on the
Board of Directors for the Walking Horse Owners
Association, has a BA in Education and is certified
to teach grade 7 – 12 mathematics.
Dr. Jim Heird is Executive Professor and
Coordinator of the Equine Sciences Initiative at Texas
A&M University. Prior to this position he was Director
of Teaching and Outreach for the Equine Sciences

Learn how the National Thoroughbred Racing Association made improvements in a horse welfare issue without waiting for outside intervention.

Program at Colorado State
University. He graduated
with a BS in Animal
Husbandry and an MS in
Animal Genetics from the
University of Tennessee.
His Doctorate is in Animal
Behavior from Texas Tech
Dr. Jim Heird is Chairman of University. Dr. Heird has an
the AQHA Show Committee.
international reputation in
the field of Equine Sciences. Dr. Heird has received
numerous honors, including the USDA’s Honor Award
and The Outstanding Leadership Award from the
National Horse Judging Team Coaches Association.
In 2009 he was named Horseman of The Year by
the Colorado Horse Council. He has trained World
Champion youth riders and shown World Champion
horses. He has been an American Quarter Horse
Judge since 1976. In that capacity, he has judged
11 World Championship Shows for the AQHA, 15
national shows in many countries and has lectured
in numerous national and international judges’
seminars. He is a Past Chairman of AQHA’s Judges
Committee and is presently Chairman of the AQHA
Show Committee.

10:30 am – 10:45 am	

Break
10:45am - 11:15am

Learning from Other Breeds
Michael Ziegler is Executive Director of the
National Thoroughbred Racing Association (NTRA)’s
Safety & Integrity Alliance. This is the thoroughbred
racing industry’s self-regulating organization formed
in late 2008 to implement change at racetracks
in America. The Alliance’s main purpose is to
establish minimum standards for tracks to meet in
five main areas: injury reporting and prevention; a
safer racing environment; medication and testing;
jockey health and safety; and aftercare of retired
racehorses. Ziegler’s responsibilities within the
Alliance focus on accrediting racetracks based
on their voluntary application and independent
inspection of their operations.
Prior to joining NTRA, Ziegler worked as Senior
Vice President at Youbet.com, focusing on racetrack
relations. Prior to his tenure at Youbet.com, he
worked at Hollywood Park, Santa Anita Park, Bay
Meadows, and Golden Gate Fields in multiple staff
and executive positions. Ziegler holds a Bachelor
of Science degree in Economics from Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo and a Master’s Degree in Business
Administration from Loyola Marymount University.
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11:15 am – 11:45 pm	

1:15 pm– 2:30 pm

Honoring Those Helping to
End Soring

Legal Approaches & Access
to Information

Join us in recognizing a few of the individuals
and organizations who have been working
and making changes to bring an end to
soring.

From understanding the interpretations of the
Horse Protection Act, to the power of current
legal actions, from publicity and access to new
information, to actual enforcement cases, this
panel will investigate all aspects of how the
law, information, and enforcement are key in
bringing an end to soring abuses.

11:45 am – 1:15 pm	

Lunch and Keynote Speaker
Jaime Jackson
Legendary Natural Hoof Care Pioneer
Jaime Jackson will discuss the effects of
“performance and extreme shoeing,” soring
practices, and common show horse protocols on
hoof capsule integrity, equine biomechanics, foot
soundness and horse health. Jaime Jackson is a
35-year veteran hoof care professional, author,
researcher and noted expert on wild and domestic
horses.  Jackson is typically credited with having
started the modern day ‘barefoot movement,’ and
has founded the Association for the Advancement
of Natural Horse Care Practices and the Institute for
the Study of Natural Horse Care Practices.

Jaime Jackson
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Russell Gaspar is a partner in the Washington,
D.C., law firm of Cohen Mohr, LLP. He has worked
on legal issues involving the Horse Protection Act
since 1976. From 1976 to 2003 he represented
the American Horse Protection Association in its
efforts to improve enforcement of the HPA, and
was counsel to the Association during its successful
litigation in 1985-87 to set aside the Agriculture
Department’s HPA regulations regarding action
devices. More recently he has provided legal advice
to the Horse Protection Commission and Friends of
Sound Horses concerning USDA’s Horse Protection
Operating Plans and regulatory and enforcement
issues of particular importance to USDA-certified
Horse Industry Organizations.
Sara Orr is an associate in the Washington,
D.C. office of Latham & Watkins, the full-service
international firm with approximately 2,000 attorneys
in 30 offices around the world. Ms. Orr focuses
her work on litigation, counseling and transactions
involving environmental, energy and natural
resource matters. Ms. Orr has handled a number
of significant litigation matters including toxic tort
litigation, Superfund litigation, natural resource
damage assessment litigation and white collar
environmental defense, and is active in pro bono
matters. In addition to her legal practice experience,
Ms. Orr currently serves in a management role as a
member of the firm’s Global Associates Committee.
In 2009, she was appointed by the President of the
American Bar Association to the Standing Committee
on Environmental Law for a three-year term. Ms. Orr
received her JD in 2002 from University of Michigan
Law School, after completing her BA at the University
of Illinois in 1999.
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Lori Northrup serves as President of FOSH,
Friends of Sound Horses Inc., a national non-profit
organization focused on encouraging humane
training and exhibiting of gaited horses, and actively
working to end soring. She joined FOSH in 2003,
determined to make a difference after reading
the life-changing book “From the Horse’s Mouth”
by Eugene Davis. Involved as an entrepreneur for
over 35 years, Lori has a finance degree and an
MBA, and has started over 15 businesses with her
husband. They share their time between Arizona
and New York with a collection of Tennessee
Walking Horses, gaited mules, and other long-ears.
Lori is a Parelli Professional Instructor, and is
dedicated to making the world a better place for
horses and people.
Gary Lane has come from a military and law
enforcement background to become a leading
gaited horse trainer and clinician. Gary has worked
with gaited horses for many years, and is dedicated
to enhancing the knowledge of both the novice and
the professional horse trainer to develop a freegoing horse with a smooth, easy gait.
Gary was awarded the National Walking Horse
Association’s Phoenix Award Certificate of Merit
in recognition of his sound training practices and
rehabilitations of abused Tennessee Walking Horses
in 2001, the first year this award was granted.
Gary Lane’s new book, Training the Gaited
Horse: from the Trail to the Rail, is already the
best-selling gaited horse book in America.
Much of the information in that book is also in his
training DVD by the same title. His web site
www.windsweptstables.net includes articles
that address some of the particular needs and
challenges in the gaited horse world. He has written
numerous articles for national magazines.

Saturday, November 6, 2010 Calendar

TWH Jada with her new owner Gracie, who rescued her from a killer feed pen in Topeka, Kansas.

2:30 pm – 3:45 pm

Technology Applied to
These Issues
New technology and new research brings
previously unpublished information to the
forefront of thinking about training and riding
gaited show horses. From equipment that detects
the location of pain, to research just completed
on how various shoeing customs affect the
horse, this panel is guaranteed to provide new
information significant to the industry.
Dan Sumerel has helped thousands of people
worldwide solve both physical and behavioral
problems in their horses. Strange for someone who
was almost 42 when he got his first horse. At 43
his purchase of an out of control stallion forced this
beginner on a quest into the world of horses and

A research project in progress measuring how much pressure from
a hoof tester a sound hoof can withstand.

changed his life forever. Studying with many top
natural trainers and even Gunther Gable-Williams,
of Ringling Brothers’ circus fame, provided Dan
a deep understanding of horses at their most
fundamental level. But his training work and clinics
also opened his eyes to the many physical problems
horses must endure. In 2003 he launched the
Sumerel Therapy System to help owners find and
correct those physical issues. The simple, safe and
user-friendly equipment can pinpoint where the
problems are and then help correct those issues
like nothing else available today. Behavioral and
physical problems overlap constantly, and being
able to address both is a main source of Dan’s
success. His first book, “Finding the Magic” is in its
4th printing, in two languages. For more info visit
www.sumereltraining.com.
Dr. Tracy Turner, DVM, MS, Dipl. ACVS. Dr.
Turner’s primary area of research has focused on
equine lameness with particular interest in poor
performance, thermography and equine podiatry.
He has spoken nationally and internationally
on lameness topics, and was named to the
International Equine Veterinarians Hall of Fame for
his work on equine feet. Turner was raised around
horses on a small ranch in Southwestern Colorado
where he apprenticed with a farrier and used those
skills to help finance his education. He received his
DVM degree from Colorado State University, after
which he was able to pursue his interest in equine

medicine and surgery at the University of Georgia,
and Purdue University. He joined the equine faculty
at the University of Illinois and then the University
of Florida. He was twice named Large Animal
Clinician of the Year. He became a diplomat of the
American College of Veterinary Surgeons in 1986
and was one of four veterinarians to be certified
by the American Academy of Thermology in 2004.
He joined Anoka Equine Clinic in 2004 where his
responsibility is Sports Medicine, Lameness, and
Surgery. Turner has served as chairman of the
AAEP’s Farrier Liaison Committee, and he was
selected as the surgeon on-call for the 1999 Pan
Am Games. He rides and competes at combined
training, and is very active in associations for
eventing, dressage, and state horse issues.
3:45 pm – 4:00 pm	

Break
4:00 pm– 4:15 pm	

A Story of Change
Understand the pressures and consequent
changes affecting a leading professional trainer
in the Tennessee Walking Horse industry.
Winky Groover is a professional Tennessee Walking
Horse trainer who trains both performance horses for
shows and pleasure horses for shows and trails. He has
been training Tennessee Walking Horses for 35 years
and showing horses 49 years. He started showing
horses at the age of 5 and won a World Championship
in the juvenile division in 1971. He was awarded
Assistant Trainer of the Year in 1986, 1987, & 1988.
He has trained numerous World Champions in both the
Amateur and Professional divisions. He is currently the
President of the Walking Horse Trainers Association.
Winky owns and operates Groover Stables at
Saddlecrest Farms in Shelbyville, Tennessee. He
specializes in starting and developing young horses
for the show ring and pleasure riding. He also enjoys
working with amateurs, preparing the horse and rider
for the show ring. Winky loves the Tennessee Walking
Horse and the horse business, having been in it all his
life. Winky and his wife Sheila raise colts at their home
farm. He has a son Daniel, and two stepchildren. Winky
is an avid golfer, and enjoys watching his stepchildren
compete in their sport of the season.
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4:15 pm – 4:30 pm

The Tennessee Walking
Horse Industry: Path to
the Future
From the perspective of a life-long advocate for
the horse, understand Dane’s viewpoint on what
he concludes is necessary for the industry to
survive and flourish in the future.
Keith Dane, Director of Equine Protection for
The Humane Society of the United States (HSUS),
oversees the domestic horse welfare programs for
the nation’s largest animal welfare organization.
Those efforts include a nationwide campaign to
end the slaughter of America’s horses in the United
States and abroad. Dane also directs programs for
horse owner education, ending equine cruelty and
neglect, securing the welfare of horses used in
sport, work and racing, and re-homing of America’s
at-risk and homeless horses.
Prior to joining HSUS, Dane served as Executive
Director of Friends of Sound Horses Inc. (FOSH), an
organization established to eliminate cruelties in
the Tennessee Walking Horse industry. He served as
FOSH’s liaison to the U.S. Department of Agriculture
for its certified inspection program under the Horse
Protection Act.
Dane has been working to protect horses for
more than 25 years. He is a horseman who has
owned, showed, bred and trained horses for most
of his life. He is also a licensed judge with many
gaited breed organizations. Dane co-founded one
of the first show circuits for the sound gaited horse
community, which was created as an alternative
to the traditional shows that can involve cruelty in
training.

Is “compliant” in Tennessee Walking Horse terms
the same concept as “sound and humanely
treated” in general horsemanship terms?

4:30 pm - 4:45 pm

Closing Comments
and Adjournment
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Friend s of Sound Hors es (FOSH)
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FOSH is a national leader in the promotion of
natural, sound gaited horses and in the fight
against abuse and soring of Tennessee Walking
Horses. For more information about FOSH or to
become a member, please visit www.fosh.info
or call 1-800-651-7993.

From 2010 Show Grounds

Legal tungsten shoe at Spotted Saddle Horse Show.

Photo of package and chains at major show grounds in 2010.
Note the condition of the horse’s pastern.

A common occurrence with heavy flat-shod shoes: the band sliced off the entire front of the hoof at this
show in Tennessee, May, 2010.
Example from showgrounds of a Missouri show, July, 2010.
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Sponsors

D AV I D P R U E T T

www.triplekbarc.com

Special Thanks to:
Rose Miller, donated Born to Trot books

Frank Neal, donated Tennessee Walking Horse: An American Tradition books

www.SoundHorseConference.com

